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Foreword by
PCC LORNE GREEN
In October 2016, I delivered on my commitment to put a new emphasis on rural crime by
holding a Rural Crime Summit and launching a Rural Policing Strategy Annual Report.
The strategy set out a vision for improving police engagement in rural communities, building
a visible presence using volunteers and strengthening enforcement activity using 21st century
tools and working with neighbouring forces to tackle organised crime.
I have made sure that the new strategy is being delivered through rigorous scrutiny of the
Chief Constable and his team. I also hold regular Barnstorming events across the county to
hear from members of the rural community and gauge the impact of the strategy and wider
policing activity.
We have already come a long way. We have introduced Operation Moonshot to target
organised crime, revised the local policing model to build resilience in our rural communities,
introduced drone technology to increase our capability to tackle hare coursing, find missing
people and are working with neighbouring forces to address cross border threats.
This first annual report reassures me that no stone is being left unturned in our fight against
rural crime, but we mustn’t and won’t be complacent. There is much more we can and will do.
The report sets out some of our plans for the next twelve months, including the use of Fast SMS
(short message service) to keep rural communities alert to risks around them as well as monthly
Operation Randall days of action.
I will continue to monitor the delivery of the strategy and the impact it is having on keeping our
rural communities a safe place to live, work and prosper.
Lorne Green
PCC
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INTRODUCTION
RURAL CRIME adj

Any crime that affects those living, working or visiting rural areas of the
UK is considered rural crime.

This is the first annual report of the Norfolk Rural Policing Strategy Annual Report. It offers an
insight into the progress and developments both locally and nationally in relation to rural crime
and community safety. It will demonstrate the breadth of resources across the constabulary are
delivering positive results for rural communities, whilst recognising where further improvements
can be made to deliver an outstanding service.
The Rural Policing Strategy Annual Report was launched in Norfolk in 2016, highlighting the
importance of rural communities and businesses across the county and the fact that rural crime
is treated as core business and afforded both specialist and mainstream resources.
It identifies nine priority areas that represent what matters to our rural communities. We have
recently identified a number of associated offences that will be reported against on a monthly
basis that are reflective of national strategies and feedback from rural communities. These areas
extend beyond traditional rural crime involving agricultural vehicles and wildlife, to include the
impact of crimes such as domestic violence, hate crime, fraud and anti-social behaviour.
The recent publication of the national Rural Crime Survey presents the results of 20,252
responses from people who live or work in rural areas. In summary it highlights that rural
communities and businesses often feel like they are living on the edge – geographically
isolated, remote from services those in urban areas take for granted, but more importantly,
frustrated at the way crime, deprivation and vulnerability is hidden by a picture postcard view
of the countryside.
One recommendation from the survey is the need to provide rural residents and businesses with
crime prevention advice, and improve communication between the police and the community.
These are two areas of focus in Norfolk. Further details can be found within this report.
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KEY CRIME TYPES & TRENDS
The rural strategy identified the following nine priority areas that represent what matters to our rural
communities. Whilst all crime is closely monitored, the offences below will be reported on a monthly basis
and communicated through our Operation Randall newsletter. The hare coursing data will be provided on a
quarterly basis through the season.

Protecting vulnerable people
This is not just an urban phenomenon, from the young to old, crimes against the vulnerable in society are often
hidden by the isolation and remoteness of our rural landscape.
•
•
•

Fraud
Domestic violence
Hate crime

Rural community crime
Some types of crime and anti-social behaviour are not bounded to geography and impact in rural areas as
much as they do in urban environments.
•
•
•

Arson
Anti-social behaviour
Burglary

•
•

Theft or unauthorised taking of a motor vehicle
Fuel theft (heating / petrol / diesel)

Tourism crime
Norfolk is a popular destination for visitors. Crime committed in our communities and rural beauty spots can impact
on the local economy and wider community confidence.
•

Outboard motor theft

Road safety
Norfolk has a significant rural road network and ensuring our roads are safe for all is a key priority.
•

Fatal and serious injury
road traffic collisions

•

Community Speed Watch

Hunting and game sports
To work with rural communities effectively in dealing with illegal hunting and game sports, whilst
facilitating legal activity. The hare coursing data will be provided on a quarterly basis throughout the season.
•
6

Hare coursing - 342 reports of
suspected incidents Sep ’17 – Mar ’18.

Farm and agricultural crime
Agricultural crime ranging from theft of metal, to farm equipment and livestock continues to present a
threat to rural communities.
•
•

Farm machinery / vehicle theft - theft or unauthorised taking of vehicle or theft from a vehicle
other than a motor vehicle.
Livestock offences - livestock worrying and attacks

Business crime
As with farm and agricultural crime, crimes against small rural businesses can impact greatly on people’s
livelihoods.
•
•

Cyber / fraud
Business burglary

Wildlife and heritage crime

The illegal taking, disturbance, trade or movement of animals or birds, along with damage to or theft from
our heritage sites across Norfolk can affect the overall environment.
•
•

Offences of cruelty to badgers
Poaching

Serious and organised crime
The potential rewards, combined with remoteness of rural communities provide fertile ground for organised
criminal groups.
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NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
IN RURAL CRIME
In July 2018, the National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC) launched its Wildlife Crime & Rural
Affairs Strategy aimed at safeguarding our wildlife and strengthening our rural communities.
The priorities were set following consultation with police forces nationally, key partners and
stakeholders within the rural community. This work has identified six priority areas within
the rural affairs’ strategy:
1.

Farm machinery, plant and vehicle theft

2.

Livestock offences

3.

Fuel theft

4.

Equine crime

5.

Fly tipping

6.

Poaching

Norfolk Constabulary is the national lead for the fuel theft portfolio, which focusses on theft
of heating oil, petrol and diesel. The purpose of this group is to work with stakeholders to
reduce fuel theft that affects residents and businesses and to identify and promote best
practice in security.
In August 2018, NFU Mutual published its Rural Crime Report which is based on claims data
gathered from its 300 agent offices located in towns and villages across the UK. It provides
an insight into the financial costs of rural crime and demonstrates which regions are worst
hit by crime with comparative data from 2016 and 2017. The report highlights the 30 worst
affected counties by cost based on claim statistics. Norfolk has demonstrated the greatest
improvement with a 25% reduction.
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Regional counties affected by cost in 2017,
based on NFU Mutual claims statistics.
The data below represents how Norfolk compares with other counties in the region. This is a
positive result for our communities and businesses, and demonstrates the excellent work that the
constabulary and rural stakeholders/partners have achieved this year.
% Change

Norfolk
2017

680,433

2016

-25%
906,868

Lincolnshire
2017

2,116, 791

2016

2,499,521

-15%

Essex
2017

1,635,652

2016

- 9.9%

1,814,548

Kent
2017

1,525,463

2016

-1.5%

1,548,294

Cambridgeshire
2017

1,716,879

2016

6.7%

1,609,305

Suffolk
2017

1,243,459

2016

976,021

27.4%

Northamptonshire
2017
2016

976,756

77.5%

550,183

Hertfordshire
2017
2016

986,724
425,938

131.7%

source - https://www.nfuonline.com/nfu-mutal-rural-crime-report-6-aug-2018/
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OPERATION MOONSHOT
PARTNERSHIP, PREVENTION, TECHNOLOGY & ENFORCEMENT

Operation Moonshot uses intelligence and Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
systems innovatively to tackle rural crime and transient criminals who enter the county
to offend. The teams work regularly in partnership with other agencies including; Her
Majesty’s Revenue and Customs, Plant Agriculture Unit, National Fuel Unit, Driver Vehicle
Standards Agency, Driver Vehicle Licensing Agency, Motor Insurance Bureau, Environment
Agency and Finance Leasing Authority.
The teams focus on organised crime groups that target rural communities, business
premises and high value operating equipment. Since their inception in April 2016, the
teams have recovered a number of vehicles stolen from rural areas or linked to the rural
and agricultural industries.
The impact of organised crime groups on rural communities cannot be overstated. The
Operation Moonshot teams make Norfolk a very uncomfortable place to commit crime
using a vehicle and minimise the impact on the public and businesses going about their
normal lives.
This was evidenced following an increase in plant thefts in West Norfolk in 2017.
Moonshot officers stopped a vehicle whilst towing a mini digger on the A11 at
Attleborough. An examination and subsequent checks identified the property as recently
stolen from West Sussex. The man was arrested and a search of his home address located
another mini digger which was seized for further investigation.

600
arrests

844
seizures

934

traffic offence
reports

In addition to cars and vans, the seizure of rural vehicles has included, 19 trailers, 15 plants, 7 caravans, 5 boats and
hundreds of thousands of pounds of stolen property recovered and returned to owners.
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OUR POLICING MODEL
Operation Randall is a dedicated team with 1 Sgt, 1 PC and 6 Specials that regularly use quad bikes,
horses and 4x4 vehicles for patrols.
Dedicated Operation Moonshot team conduct proactive operations using Automatic Number
Plate Recognition (ANPR) systems to tackle rural crime and transient criminals on our roads.
The BroadsBeat team provides a visible presence on the Broads and other waterways within Norfolk, with
a focus on crime prevention, public safety, education and public engagement.
Special Constabulary officers work alongside our regular officers on a daily basis.
10 Wildlife Crime Officers across the county provide specialist support and advice to colleagues dealing
with rural and wildlife crime incidents. 20 additional officers will be trained in Sept 2018.
Roads Policing teams target high risk sites to improve road safety and disrupt criminality.
We have 91 Community Speed Watch (CSW) groups with 861 volunteers spread across the county. They
are largely based in rural areas and small villages providing a visible deterrent to speeding drivers.

Norfolk’s drone operations are currently based within the Operation Randall team and offer a tactical
option to assist with intelligence gathering and searching through the use of camera and thermal imaging
technology.
Safety Camera Partnership vans are located at sites that have a significant road casualty history. Our two
smaller community vans are able to access more rural locations and support the work of the CSW teams.

Architectural Liaison Officers are subject matter experts in crime prevention and support officers with
relevant advice and guidance on rural matters.
Specialist detective resources and dedicated units deal with more serious and complex crimes. The
teams are supported by regional colleagues to target organised crime groups.
Our Neighbourhood Policing Teams focus on being accessible and accountable to communities and
their priorities. They work closely with partners and communities to identify and problem solve emerging
and ongoing issues. By developing trust and confidence through meaningful engagement they are able
to understand the needs of the community.
46 of our 93 Beat Managers across the county are responsible for policing rural communities. We are
currently piloting three dedicated rural Beat Managers in South Norfolk, North Norfolk and King’s Lynn.
Engagement Officers in our rural districts provide important links to rural communities and focus on
sharing information with key groups.
Patrol Officers provide a high visibility presence in rural areas, responding to calls for service in our
communities and pro-actively targeting risk areas.
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STRATEGIC AIMS

PREVENTION

COMMUNITY SPEED WATCH

represents a 33% increase in hours volunteered and a 35% rise in number of vehicles caught speeding
in 2018 (pro rata).

hours volunteered

2017
1872

vehicles speeding

2017

12,722

hours volunteered

vehicles speeding

2

605

2018 2018
1243 8597

5TH MAY

2018

CSW
IMPACT

DAY
28%

40

Speed Watch
Groups, RAPT,
Specials & Cadets

hours

drivers were
recorded speeding

17

were recorded as
‘high speed’ offences

(pro rata) increase in offences detected by our rural camera enforcement vans. (3635 in 2018 Jan - June)

SPECIAL CONSTABULARY

IN 2017...
our specials provided response
and support work in our rural
communities.

4

Special Constables
horse unit officers

In addition to the Special
Constables dedicated to
Operation Randall we also had...
2
12

30

officers deployed

176

1460

258

1798

duties performed

specific rural activities

hours volunteered

hours totalled

3

Community Speed Watch – Our groups provide a visible deterrent to help reduce speeding in rural
areas. Motorists observed speeding will be sent a warning letter along with advice to help change their
driving behaviour. Persistent and high speed offenders receive a visit from a police officer to educate
and advise them of other potential outcomes, such as prosecution.
•

In 2017, 1872 hours were volunteered and 12,722 vehicles identified as speeding

•

In 2018 (Jan – June) 1243 hours were volunteered and 8597 vehicles identified as speeding

•

That represents a 33% rise in hours volunteered and a 35% rise in number of vehicles caught
speeding in 2018 (pro rata)

•

Consequently, we have seen a 28% increase (pro rata) in offences detected by our rural camera
enforcement vans (3635 in 2018, Jan – June).

On 5th May 2018, a Community Speed Watch (CSW) Impact Day saw nearly 40 Community Speed
Watch groups, Roads Armed Policing Team (RAPT), Special Constabulary and Police Cadets take part
in a co-ordinated, high visibility operation to target speeding drivers. In two hours, 605 drivers were
recorded as speeding, and 17 were recorded as ‘high speed’ offences. The volunteers and groups
produce excellent results and contribute a significant amount of time to road safety in Norfolk.
Special Constabulary – Our Special Constabulary is an integral part of our policing response and
supports the work done in our rural communities. It leads our mounted section with five horses
assisting both patrol and ceremonial duties.
•

In 2017, four officers from the Special Constabulary Horse Unit performed 176 duties totalling
1460 hours. This included reassurance patrols in East Harling following the murder of Peter
Wrighton, and in rural areas across the county.

•

In addition to the Special Constables dedicated to Operation Randall, 30 officers have deployed on
258 specific rural activities across the county which equates to 1798 hours.

•

They have attended five large country shows - Royal Norfolk Show, Sandringham Flower Show,
Holkham Game and Country Fair, Sandringham Game Fair and the East Anglian Game and Country
Fair - providing public engagement and crime prevention advice and supported a number of other
engagement events that have increased visibility and promoted.

Advice - The constabulary recognises the need for communities and businesses to have access to
relevant and up to date advice. We are delivering this through:
•

Online – The constabulary website provides specific advice on rural and wildlife matters

•

Social media – We use different social media platforms to distribute relevant and timely messaging
to our communities

•

Architectural Liaison Officers - Subject matter experts who provide a bespoke service when required
for officers and communities on crime prevention

•

Campaigns – We support national campaigns and introduce local responses to reduce crime. Our
‘paint it pink’ campaign positively targeted the theft of batteries

•

Public events – Our policing teams attend a variety of local and county-wide events and provide
face to face prevention advice

•

Mental health – in 2018/19, nurses from our Mental Health Advice Team will be providing
presentations around mental health to ‘Countrysiders’ and ‘Young Farmers’ groups across the
county.
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Norfolk Constabulary have a number of trained pilots who have used drones on...

950

75%

400

100

290

13

separate flights

hours in flight

14

of drone incidents
based in rural locations

separate incidents

missing person deployments

deployments to hare coursing

INTELLIGENCE
Cross border working - We continue to work closely with our colleagues from Suffolk,
Cambridgeshire and Lincolnshire to share intelligence and target criminals and organised crime
groups that move across county borders.
In the spirit of the shared Concordat signed by the respective Police and Crime Commissioners
(PCCs), the Operation Randall team worked closely with neighbouring forces to pro-actively target
hare coursers on four occasions during the 2017 – 2018 season. In February 2018 we piloted
mixed-crew cars with officers from different forces. This provided specialist local knowledge of the
geography in both counties, and also the opportunity for officers to share intelligence, promote
learning and improve relationships.
In 2018/19 we will continue to run focused hare coursing events under our operation name
Galileo, with 12 dates set for cross border regional operations. This will look to build on the
positive outcomes from earlier this year.
Drones
•

Norfolk’s drone operations are currently based within the Operation Randall team. The drone
offers a tactical option to assist with intelligence gathering and searching through the use of
camera and thermal imaging technology.

•

Since January 2018 drones have been used to:
Disrupt and prevent an unlicensed music event (UME) being held illegally in woodland in
Swaffham.
Search for a high risk missing person in rural locations. This was evidenced to great effect
when a vulnerable missing man was located waist deep in water in the Titchwell marshes.
Locate four men who ran from their vehicle after being pursued by police for hare coursing
offences. One was hidden in a ditch and could not be seen by officers on scene.
Search woodland for stolen farm vehicles.
Take aerial imagery of illegal traveller encampments and provide evidence of any offences.

•

Additional officers to pilot the drones will be trained across the county in various departments.
This will offer greater capacity and capability to deploy drones for spontaneous and preplanned incidents.

Neighbourhood Watch - Norfolk Constabulary continues to invest in Neighbourhood Watch
(NHW) and our engagement officers are proactive in recruiting new NHW groups and members
across the county. The aim is to bring residents together to create strong, friendly and active
communities where crime and anti-social behaviour is less likely to happen. Key messages are
communicated through these schemes to support these aims.

Rural Crimestoppers - We have supported the launch of the new Rural Crime Reporting Line by
NFU and Crimestoppers that provides a service for farmers and the public to give anonymously
information about rural crime.
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ENFORCEMENT
Responding to calls for service:
• In 2017/18, the average time to answer a 999 call was seven seconds
		
• The average time to respond to a rural emergency incident was 12 minutes 25 seconds. This
is set against the national target of 20 minutes.
Targeted activity:
The Operation Randall team conducts a number of proactive policing events that have targeted
criminal behaviour with success:
•

Operation Galileo- Intelligence led action days on a monthly basis that target hare coursing
and associated criminal activity. It is a multi-skilled approach with positive outcomes.
Eight intelligence led action days were held across the county targeting hare coursing and
associated criminal activity. They are a multi-skilled and partnership approach with positive
outcomes.
Resources:		
Operation Randall team		
Specials		
Drones			
Moonshot		
Quad bikes/4 x 4
Partnership agencies

•

Outcomes:
High visibility patrols in affected areas
Four arrested, vehicles and dogs seized
Crime prevention visits
Positive engagement
Intelligence
Reassurance for victims of crime

Operation Christina – rural arson. During June 2017, there were a series of arsons targeting
farm buildings and pig huts, resulting in the loss of a number of pigs, piglets and geese.
A thorough investigation by the Operation Randall team and use of covert tactics led
to the arrest of three males. The case is still ongoing, and a trial date has been set for
January 2019. Without doubt, this intelligence led operation and the tenacity of the officers
involved prevented any further incidents of this nature saving both property and livestock.

A new approach - In 2018/19 the Operation Randall team will be expanding its monthly
planned operations to target a broader spectrum of rural activity across the county that reflects
the seasonal and geographical challenges for our communities. These Operation Randall days
will provide an opportunity to work closer with our rural communities, business and partners
to deliver positive outcomes.
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THE AVERAGE CALL TIME - 2017 / 2018

The target set for call response is 20 minutes. Currently we are showing significant improvement in response times for 2017 - 2018.

7seconds

on average to answer 999 calls in 2017/18

12minutes 25seconds

average time to respond to a rural emergency.
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REASSURANCE
The fear of crime can be perpetuated by the opinion of others and often doesn’t correlate
to the actual likelihood of experiencing crime. The constabulary recognises the importance
of effective communication to reassure our communities, provide accurate information and
allow people to have their voices heard. We use a variety of methods to achieve this but
acknowledge that we can be better and will continue to work with our partners and communities
to understand what works best for them.
Current methods specifically focussed on rural communities are:
Twitter - @RuralCrimeNfk – 1,600 followers
Operation Randall Newsletter - over 2,000 subscribers. From Autumn 2018 the format will
change and diversify, moving away from crime only data.
Police Connect – A real-time messaging service with over 4,000 users.
Email – OperationRandall@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Barnstorming - Three public events hosted by the PCC across the county for the public to
engage police, PCC and partners. A new format is being considered for 2018/19.
Public events – Officers from across the policing model attend a variety of events across the
county to promote face to face contact.
Community Rural Advisory Group (CRAG) - Established in 2016 and meets quarterly. Key
stakeholders such as the CLA, Environment Agency, NFU, Farm watch, Anglia Farmers, Norwich
Diocese and district councils represent their communities and work in partnership to identify
local matters and achieve positive outcomes.
Partnership meetings - Representatives from the constabulary attend meetings hosted by
partner agencies.
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RAISE THE ALARM INITIATIVE
To combat a rise in lead theft from church buildings in 2017, the Police and Crime
Commissioner (PCC) in partnership with the Bishop of Norwich, Norfolk Churches Trust, All
Churches Trust and the Round Tower Churches Society contributed over £250,000 to install a
network of alarms to protect vulnerable church buildings across the county. Excellent work by
the Diocese has continued to raise funds for this project to allow for ongoing development.
To date, 59 churches have had alarms installed and a further 10 are identified in the coming
months. The project has had a significant impact on the number of reported crimes. Taking
into consideration confirmed or attempted thefts of lead from church buildings; there has
been a 54% (pro-rata) reduction in the first 6 months of 2018 (Apr – Sept), compared to
2017/2018.
It is estimated that had lead been stolen from all the protected churches, costs would have
reached approximately £2.5 million.
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